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08:35:48 PDT  

Question: Hello from Ferndale, WA! 

Answer: Great to see you today! 

 

08:37:46 PDT  

Question: Good evening from Slovenia, Europe. I am looking for exciting after work gathering 

Answer: Welcome! 

 

08:38:16 PDT  

Question: Hi there I’m Zeeshan from Italy 

Answer: Welcome Zeeshan! 

 

08:38:49 PDT  

Question: Hi from Bucharest, Romania ! Good afternoon everyone! Thank you SYMON PERRIMAN , 

MICROSOFT , MVA and Event Support Team for this lesson! 

Answer: Welcome Popa! 

 

08:39:06 PDT  

Question: Hello from Mexico!!! 

Answer: Welcome Rodolfo! 

 

08:39:06 PDT  

Question: Cash from Chicago, looking forward to this Jump Start! 

Answer: Welcome Cash! 

 

08:39:15 PDT  

Question: Hi everybody. 

Answer: Welcome Lee! 
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08:39:28 PDT  

Question: Good evening from the UK - looking forward to spending the night with you (apart from a 

brief moment where I need to put my daughter to bed) 

Answer: Welcome Michael! 

 

08:40:20 PDT  

Question: <yawn> Here in Melbourne ready to go...<yawn> 

Answer: Welcome Graham! 

 

08:40:31 PDT  

Question: Saludos from Costa Rica 

Answer: Welcome Christian! 

 

08:40:39 PDT  

Question: hi this is Rishi Chand from India 

Answer: Welcome Rishi! 

 

08:40:54 PDT  

Question: Hi from an unusually sunny Bristol in the UK. Looking forward to this evening’s Jump Start. 

Answer: Welcome David! 

 

08:41:05 PDT  

Question: Bright and Early in Vancouver. Looking forward to a great day. 

Answer: Welcome David! 

 

08:41:43 PDT  

Question: Hi, is this session to be recorded and published? 

Answer: Yes, all sessions are being recorded and will be posted to MVA. We will send the URL to all 

attendees when they're published in approximately 2 weeks. 
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08:44:18 PDT  

Question: Good evening from Singapore, I'm ready for this Jump Start even though I'm in the middle of 

studying Windows Server 2012 Training: Networking at MVA site. 

Answer: Sounds like you'll be busy during the breaks! 

 

08:46:09 PDT  

Question: Strange that most of the Jump Start attendees are the ones working in the companies though. 

Answer: Check out the poll results when we post them. We get a pretty good mix of people. 

 

08:46:35 PDT  

Question: Good Morning! Matt, Symon, Andrea and Guido van Brakel 

Answer: Hi AudibleDesigns, welcome and thanks for joining! 

 

08:46:49 PDT  

Question: Hi Mukul 

Answer: Hi y'all! 

 

08:50:12 PDT  

Question: When the 2012 R2 RTM products released? 

Answer: Hi Spiros, the products will be released rbefore the end of this year. 

 

08:52:21 PDT  

Question: hello all from Colombia 

Answer: Bienvenido! 

 

08:55:03 PDT  

Question: Hi everybody, greetings from Croatia! 

Answer: Hi Goran! 
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08:55:09 PDT  

Question: Hello all from Turkey ! 

Answer: Great to see you! 

 

08:56:35 PDT  

Question: I am new to system center ... can i watch this course? 

Answer: Sure, but keep in mind that this course is about the R2 release, and build upon the RTM release 

of System Center 2012. On MVA there are System Center 2012 courses you can follow to get that 

knowledge about the RTM release. 

 

08:58:01 PDT  

Question: I just downloaded the slides and noticed there weren't any good books or certification 

opportunities for System Center Operations Manager, just SCCM. Will that be changing anytime soon? 

Also what section of this MVA will talk about Ops Manager? 

Answer: Actually there is a good book from System Center 2012, and that's called System Center 2012 

Unleashed, I have it myself and I love it. 

 

09:00:11 PDT  

Question: just wished this app work on android tablet, then I would be free to be mobile. 

Answer: We're working on it - stay tuned! 

 

09:00:26 PDT  

Question: Hi people, will be getting system center at work for the 1st time, exciting times ahead 

Answer: Woo hoo! 

 

09:05:12 PDT  

Question: Any word on when the ConfigMgr 2012R2 Eval vhd's will be available for download? 

Answer: Yes, it has been created, just waiting for the team to get them posted. We're hoping for this 

week, but that is out of the product group's control. 
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09:06:09 PDT  

Question: Will SC 2012 R2 require w2k12 R2? 

Answer: No, Windows Server 2008 and higher is supported. See here for more info: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn281935.aspx 

 

09:06:21 PDT  

Question: Will SC 2012 R2 require w2k12 R2? 

Answer: Some components will require 2012 R2, and other may work with the current bits. Please check 

these guidelines at TechNet Library: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn281925.aspx 

 

09:06:56 PDT  

Question: Great, thanks 

Answer: Of course, the preview bits are available for download already, and you can easily prepare and 

install in your own lab environment  

 

09:07:38 PDT  

Question: sccm 2012 r2 is available already, i saw it online. http://technet.microsoft.com/en-

US/evalcenter/dn205297.aspx?CR_CC=200142594 

Answer: Not the evaluation VHD that Chris was asking about, unless it just went online very recently 

(like over the weekend). 

 

09:08:27 PDT  

Question: I checked on sunday, no eval vhd was up. 

Answer: Correct, not yet. Gleb was mentioning the actual product  

 

09:08:41 PDT  

Question: Oh, sorry. Missed that. Yep, no VHD's available, yet. 

Answer: Correct, but soon. 

 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn281935.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn281925.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-US/evalcenter/dn205297.aspx?CR_CC=200142594
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-US/evalcenter/dn205297.aspx?CR_CC=200142594
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09:10:09 PDT  

Question: The vhd is the "pre-hydrated" eval environment. ConfigMgr 2012R on Svr 2012R2 

Answer: Yup, we're all on the same page there. All it is includes a self-contained environment with the 

site server as a client. Pretty easy to do yourself. But if you want to wait, again, hopefully this week it 

will be up. 

 

09:10:32 PDT  

Question: Upgrade path SCCM 2012 SP1 >> SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: Yes, when RTM'ed. 

 

09:10:52 PDT  

Question: Oh, Hai Georgy! 

Answer: Глеб, привет!)))) 

 

09:11:10 PDT  

Question: Upgrade path SCCM 2012 SP1 >> SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: You can upgrade from Configuration Manager 2012 SP1 to Configuration Manager 2012 R2, 

once the product goes GA. It is an easy upgrade, very similar to the upgrade from ConfigMgr 2012 RTM 

to SP1. 

 

09:11:23 PDT  

Question: In-place? Migrate? 

Answer: You can do either, but we expect most will want to do in place upgrade. 

 

09:11:23 PDT  

Question: will this session be available in German language as well? 

Answer: Sorry Matrin No, this is a English Live presentation only, SCU 2013 will cover these topics in 

English and German, recommend you check that out. 
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09:11:24 PDT  

Question: will any of the previews be upgradable to the RTM version of R2? 

Answer: No, you'll have to reinstall. 

 

09:11:33 PDT  

Question: (side-question) What Make/Model are those large touch-screens? 

Answer: Planar Helium PCT2785 if you want one for yourself  

 

09:11:35 PDT  

Question: When upgrading from SCCM 2012 SP1 with App-V 5.0 SP1 setup to R2...will we have to make 

any changes to the existing App-V 5.0 SP1 apps/packages/tasks? 

Answer: No, App-V remains the same between the two versions. 

 

09:11:38 PDT  

Question: Is there an ETA on SCCM 2012 R2 hitting RTM? 

Answer: By the end of the year 

 

09:12:03 PDT  

Question: will any of the previews be upgradable to the RTM version of R2? 

Answer: No, previews are never upgraded to RTM's, in most cases. 

 

09:13:33 PDT  

Question: Good Morning, Is there any forecast to have any SysCtr 2012 product to include the 

PowerShell History included in the application, like AD Admin Center? 

Answer: Great Question, Currently this feature is not integrated as you get in the AD UI, as the 

applications interact a little different due to their architecture. As we move forward, you will use the 

Windows Azure Pack, and Service Provider Framework, both of which do log their transactions, but 

again not the same experience. 
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09:14:00 PDT  

Question: Will it be possible to bring a configured SC environment from preview to RTM? 

Answer: Only for TAP customers. Everyone else is required to install into lab, which is not supported for 

upgrade. 

 

09:14:22 PDT  

Question: Will it be possible to bring a configured SC environment from preview to RTM? 

Answer: No, only if you are a participant for TAP, Preview is not supported for production, or up-

gradable to Release. 

 

09:15:11 PDT  

Question: Will it be possible to bring a configured SC environment from preview to RTM? 

Answer: Upgrade path is from SC 2012 SP1 to SC 2012 R2 RTM. Upgrading from SC 2012 R2 Preview to 

SC 2012 R2 RTM is not supported and recommended. 

 

09:15:22 PDT  

Question: on ConfigMgr 2012R2, will it now be supported to have Server 2012R2 De-Dup running on 

your content/source drives? 

Answer: I have not heard that we are supporting that yet. Stay tuned. 

 

09:15:52 PDT  

Question: Damian - any news on the 'missing code' from VMM 2012 SP1? - specifically the networking 

piece?? 

Answer: Networking in VMM has added more features for the NVGRE gateways, but the main hole in 

my mind is PVLAN support. this is not changed in R2, so still recommend the Free Cisco Nexus 1000v 

extension. Let me know if this answers your query. cheers 

 

09:16:47 PDT  

Question: Is there a list of switch vendors that support OMI? 

Answer: Yes, Arista right now are shipping produce with full OMI support, others are coming, but not 

publicly announced yet. If you have Arista kit, you just need a free firmware update 
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09:18:25 PDT  

Question: In this presentation i will receive some information about System Center Advisor 

Answer: Hi there, not a lot has changed in Advisor, and looking to the adjenda, i don't expect a lot of 

content on this feature today. what do you want to learn? 

 

09:18:59 PDT  

Question: Is there no upgrade path from SCCM 2012 to SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: Yes, once the products is GA you there will be a upgrade path. 

 

09:19:36 PDT  

Question: Is there no upgrade path from SCCM 2012 to SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: Upgrade path is from SCCM 2012 to SCCM 2012 SP1 to SCCM R2 

 

09:19:44 PDT  

Question: I am wondering if there is a standard powershell process that Microsoft may publish to enable 

code-around instead of trying to use the gui (which is all over the place) 

Answer: Can you explain the question? all the SC products are PS enabled at this point, and this is the 

main way that many admins interact with SC 

 

09:20:13 PDT  

Question: Is there no upgrade path from SCCM 2012 to SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: You can upgrade from Configuration Manager 2012 SP1 to Configuration Manager 2012 R2. 

However, no upgrade is allowed from the RTM version of Configuration Manager 2012 to the R2 version. 

Only upgrade from SP1. 

 

09:20:53 PDT  

Question: what's new in SCSM 2012 R2? 

Answer: Mainly bug-fixing and support for Win 2012 R2. More info at 

http://technet.microsoft.com/library/dn299380.aspx 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/library/dn299380.aspx
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09:21:17 PDT  

Question: I just finished a 2000 host VMM design and the networking piece for private cloud users 

seems to be completely forgotten. If I wanted a multi tenant design then it seems already there but 

private cloud?? 

Answer: there are a number of ways to address the networking in a private cloud. Please check my 

YouTube channel for some presentations on the options available (DamianFlynnMVP). these should help 

and feel free to reach out to me. 

 

09:21:27 PDT  

Question: As silverlight is "going away" when will the web consoles be re-written in to html5? 

Answer: Hi, at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn249519.aspx you can read about each 

System Center component and whats new in R2. 

 

09:22:03 PDT  

Question: Resources for Powershell in SC http://www.systemcentercentral.com/powershell-scripts-for-

system-center-master-collection/ 

Answer: Sharing! 

 

09:22:16 PDT  

Question: @ Damian why is the answer always Arista Arista Arista! 

Answer: Ya, not the type of kit i can run in a lab with the current $$$ tag, but they do have a virtual 

version to test with for free. sadly the next team will be Cisco, but beyond that there is no official 

announcements yet. 

 

09:22:30 PDT  

Question: What is the upgrade patch from SCOM 2007 SP1 to 2012 R2? 

Answer: HI Robert, That is to upgrade to 2007 R2 to 2012 to 2012 SP1 to R2. But to be honest I would 

think a clean side-by-side install and upgrade that way would be better. 

 

09:22:36 PDT  

Question: Wally, in this upgrade path from RTM to SP1 to R2, it can all be in-place, correct? 

Answer: Yes, Terence, all of those (RTM to SP1 to R2) can be done in-place. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn249519.aspx
http://www.systemcentercentral.com/powershell-scripts-for-system-center-master-collection/
http://www.systemcentercentral.com/powershell-scripts-for-system-center-master-collection/
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09:22:42 PDT  

Question: Demian, do you speak Portuguese? Its Better to explain what i want to learn. 

Answer: Sorry, no English only. 

 

09:22:55 PDT  

Question: Dynamic memory for Linux VMs - Does this limited to specific versions or all version which has 

the supported integration component? 

Answer: New for Windows Server 2012 R2 Hyper-V hosts, key Linux vendors (such as RHEL, SUSE, 

CentOS and Ubuntu) are going to include LIS for Hyper-V in their standard distributions, so there is no 

manual step involved any longer in order for you to take advantage of the latest LIS capabilities. 

 

09:23:41 PDT  

Question: Can you please tell me when SCCM 2012 R2 will be covered today? 

Answer: My understanding is that they are NOT covering Configuration Manager. At least that was the 

plan last week when Symon asked me to come and help with Q&A. 

 

09:24:08 PDT  

Question: The SCVMM 2012 SP1 network configuration process is convoluted and requires many 

different steps. I am wondering if the problems with the complex GUI config process could be scripted 

around and if these scripts could be provided as alternative to using the GUI 

Answer: Yes - it can be scripted, but that may also be a complex achievement. Consider the 'jungle' of 

options to support all the options you may want to use. 

 

09:24:30 PDT  

Question: The SCVMM 2012 SP1 network configuration process is convoluted and requires many 

different steps. I am wondering if the problems with the complex GUI config process could be scripted 

around and if these scripts could be provided as alternative to using the GUI 

Answer: Its a great question, but honestly, if you don't 'Get how this works in the UI, then the shell is 

going to be harder!. i am happy to host a hangout for anyone interested in a live session at another time 

to go over this process with you. just ping me on the blog, or twitter 
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09:25:10 PDT  

Question: Does System Center understand the complexities of licenses and turn the screen red if I 

accidently start a VM configuration that I am missing some of the licenses I need? 

Answer: No VMM doesn't have that feature, but SCCM Software Inventory has that feature, you can in 

SCCM import your licenses from VLSC and then report your license usage with SCCM. 

 

09:25:25 PDT  

Question: Hm, any jump start for SCCM R2 ? 

Answer: It would be great to have one on Configuration Manager 2012 R2, wouldn't it Submit 

feedback after the session to request that  

 

09:25:27 PDT  

Question: How about network virtualization. Though it was available from Windows 2012 , We couldn't 

really utilize this features due to various road blocks - specifically network virtualization gateway. How 

Scvmm 2012 R2 help us in achieving this? 

Answer: Thank you for the question. VMM 2012 R2 does not support the native virtualization gateway 

provided in Windows Server 2012 R2. This will (for sure) close the gap and give customers an easier way 

to adopt network virtualization. You'll find more info at my blog at http://kristiannese.blogspotc.om 

 

09:25:47 PDT  

Question: How about network virtualization. Though it was available from Windows 2012 , We couldn't 

really utilize this features due to various road blocks - specifically network virtualization gateway. How 

Scvmm 2012 R2 help us in achieving this? 

Answer: SC 2012 R2 provides Multi-Tenant GW. 

 

09:25:53 PDT  

Question: What kind of switch the Microsoft recomend to use with SC2012 R2 to create Virtual Switchs? 

Do you have some models to indicate? 

Answer: Honestly, you can use anything got a 20$ unmanaged toy to a enterprise scale device. there is 

no special things which the switch need to do. 

 

 

http://kristiannese.blogspotc.om/
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09:26:43 PDT  

Question: IT Service Management - where do you start? 

Answer: ITIL, this is the center of service Manager - and this is a good start point 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/Content/ViewContent.aspx?et=2911&m=2901&ct=16840 

 

09:27:31 PDT  

Question: Any plans to include Application Licensing Engine to SCCM 2012... or do you endorse any 

particular vendor for application license management 

Answer: No, we don't do license management. And as a product group, we don't endorse any specific 

3rd party products. 

 

09:27:40 PDT  

Question: So far this is sounding like a sales pres.... 

Answer: I agree, but im pretty sure, that the guys will get to the real meat once everyone is up to speed 

with what the modules all do. 

 

09:29:04 PDT  

Question: For OS Deployment with SCCM which parts use TCP and which use UDP 

Answer: Bailey, see here for all the ports used by SCCM 2012: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/hh427328.aspx 

 

09:29:23 PDT  

Question: Any news on mixing system center and VMWare in R2? 

Answer: Hi and thank you for the question. VMM will still be able to manage VMware hypervisors 

through vCenter. 

 

09:30:39 PDT  

Question: Will any slide-decks for these be available online? 

Answer: I believe these are currently available in the other tab of this discussion window 

 

 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/Content/ViewContent.aspx?et=2911&m=2901&ct=16840
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh427328.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh427328.aspx
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09:30:43 PDT  

Question: What kind of storages the Microsoft recomend to use with SC2012 R2 ? What its the basic 

need to have in the equipment to take maximum advantage of the integration between SC2012R2 and 

Storage? 

Answer: Hi and thank you for the question! A storage device could be either Windows native File 

Services (SMB3.0), or a NAS/SAN that support SMI-S or SMP. Then VMM will be able to manage it for 

you. More info can be found at http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/storage-management-with-

datacenter.html Hope this helps! 

 

09:31:37 PDT  

Question: Are there any improvements to the network monitoring ability of SCOM 2012 SP1? Albeit it 

an improvement to the prior versions, it seriously short of other network monitoring tools like e.g. 

Solarwinds. 

Answer: Hi, Please do a search on Cameron Fuller, he has posted some very good content in the past 

few weeks on this topic, including solar winds integration! 

 

09:31:51 PDT  

Question: can we elaborate on a Hybrid environment, having VM's on prem and in the cloud? 

Answer: Hi - and yes. Also add networking to the picture for hybrid networking, where some resources 

may run in a private cloud, and some other resources are running in the public cloud, while being able to 

communicate to serve a service or application. 

 

09:32:11 PDT  

Question: The VMware support, is that through a management pack or an out of box feature? 

Answer: Depends on your focus, In SCOM its a MP, in VMM its in the box 

 

09:32:31 PDT  

Question: Do you know when Microsoft will release SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: This is not going to be discussed on the presentation today. sorry! 

 

 

 

http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/storage-management-with-datacenter.html
http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/storage-management-with-datacenter.html
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09:32:48 PDT  

Question: The VMware support, is that through a management pack or an out of box feature? 

Answer: For fabric management that is through VMM. For the monitoring side there are different 

possibilities, anything not surfaced through the VMM connection to SCOM can be surfaced with third 

party management packs for monitoring (like Veeam mp). 

 

09:32:58 PDT  

Question: Do you know when Microsoft will release SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: The preview is already out for lab testing. 

 

09:32:59 PDT  

Question: @jumpstart team: I can feel, that there are many very knowledgeable people there to answer 

our Q&A. You are really ow-some today! 

Answer: Thanks We're doing our best! 

 

09:34:10 PDT  

Question: Thanks Kristian, with regards to Network Virtualization and your blog. 

Answer: Sure. Here's some of them http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/how-to-add-your-

virtualization-gateways.html and http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/07/building-network-

virtualization-gateway.html 

 

09:36:04 PDT  

Question: So.. by taking just Exam 70-243 you get the "MCTS: Administering and Deploying System 

Center 2012 Configuration Manager Certification."? 

Answer: Yes. Keep in mind that SCCM 2012 is also covered a bit in 70-246 and 70-247 with those exams 

you will get the MCSE: Private Cloud. 

 

09:36:38 PDT  

Question: Does the jumpstart have a larger break at the midpoint or just brief ones? 

Answer: Just short 10 Minute breaks until lunch, which i believe is 1 hour 

 

http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/how-to-add-your-virtualization-gateways.html
http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/how-to-add-your-virtualization-gateways.html
http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/07/building-network-virtualization-gateway.html
http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/07/building-network-virtualization-gateway.html
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09:37:19 PDT  

Question: Has MS gave a thought to include management of Virtual environment based on AIX? 

Answer: Hi, at the moment No, this is not in the current scope of the VMM offering. sorry 

 

09:37:20 PDT  

Question: This is only a ~200 level session, its not like the 400 level deep dives @ MMS or TechEd 

Answer: Technical coming up!!! We are done with marketecture! 

 

09:38:11 PDT  

Question: Cameron Full Blog - http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/default.aspx 

Answer: Sharing 

 

09:38:22 PDT  

Question: Cameron Full Blog - http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/default.aspx 

Answer: Cameron is really System Center Guru. Thanks for sharing this link! 

 

09:38:38 PDT  

Question: This lesson will help me a lot I hope there is a recording of lectures I enjoy with you people all 

you are my friends 

Answer: We will have the recordings available in about a week. 

 

09:41:08 PDT  

Question: Is there a deck with just the R2 changes? 

Answer: Hi, might be a slide too, but all news in R2 are listed at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/dn249519.aspx 

 

09:42:46 PDT  

Question: do you have any good book recommendations about sccm2012? or if plenty, maybe top three 

suffices 

Answer: Yes SCCM 2012 Unleashed (keep in mind that R2 is not covered yet in this book). 

http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/default.aspx
http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/default.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn249519.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn249519.aspx
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09:44:33 PDT  

Question: Is there a Lab for SCVMM 

Answer: Hi, there are labs at Virtual Academy, see http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/training-

courses/system-center-2012-virtual-machine-manager-vmm- 

 

09:44:34 PDT  

Question: Is there a Lab for SCVMM 

Answer: Check out Lab 1 & 2 at aka.ms/SCLabs 

 

09:45:19 PDT  

Question: Is there a Lab for SCVMM 

Answer: See here for the labs, these cover the whole suite. Lab 2: Infrastructure and Lab 3: Private 

Cloud will cover SCVMM for sure: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-

us/systemcenter/bb539977?ocid=aff-n-in-loc--aa 

 

09:45:51 PDT  

Question: What about SCOM 2012 books? 

Answer: Hi RObert, there are two books out there on SCOM 2012. Mastering SCOM 2012 (Sybex) and 

SCOM 2012 Unleashed (Sams). 

 

09:46:31 PDT  

Question: SCCM 2012 SP1, creating the App-V 5.0 SP1 client install applications for deploying the 

client...the WMF 3.0 install returns error code 2...content is distributed fine and the app is 

deployed...any idea? 

Answer: How are you installing the App-V 5 client? If you use the .msi, it doesn't do all prereq 

checks/installs. I know for App-V 4.6, you should use setup.exe instead. 

 

09:46:43 PDT  

Question: 

> Quoted question: How about the support for Oracle enterprise Linux? 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/training-courses/system-center-2012-virtual-machine-manager-vmm
http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/training-courses/system-center-2012-virtual-machine-manager-vmm
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/systemcenter/bb539977?ocid=aff-n-in-loc--aa
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/systemcenter/bb539977?ocid=aff-n-in-loc--aa
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> Quoted answer: Microsoft just announced a new partnership with Oracle for virtualization. Check out 

the press release here: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/news/Press/2013/Jun13/06-

24WSNewsPR.aspx 

Answer: To add, also for SCOM monitoring its on the list now. 

 

09:46:43 PDT  

Question: How about the support for Oracle enterprise Linux? 

Answer: Microsoft just announced a new partnership with Oracle for virtualization. Check out the press 

release here: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/news/Press/2013/Jun13/06-24WSNewsPR.aspx 

 

09:46:57 PDT  

Question: Wally, the new feature to reassign Configuration Manager clients, is that a policy that is sent 

to the MP or is that run as a WMI task from the console? 

Answer: It uses normal policy through the MP. So the site must be available. 

 

09:47:30 PDT  

Question: one plus side to sccm2012 >>xenapp connector for it 

(http://support.citrix.com/proddocs/topic/xenapp65-publishing/xaccm2012-wrapper.html) 

Answer: If you are interested in Citrix environments, then yes, they have a connector. 

 

09:47:52 PDT  

Question: vcenter 5.0 only or 5.1 as well? 

Answer: Including 5.1 

 

09:48:45 PDT  

Question: Can you deploy Vmware and ESX from bare-metal? 

Answer: Hi. No, bare-metal deployment is for Hyper-V only. 

 

09:49:10 PDT  

Question: I don't agree that SMI-S gives a consistent method to manage the storage in VMM. It really 

depends on the provider e.g. HP 3PAR allows thin provisioning but NetApp doesn't. 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/news/Press/2013/Jun13/06-24WSNewsPR.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/news/Press/2013/Jun13/06-24WSNewsPR.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/news/Press/2013/Jun13/06-24WSNewsPR.aspx
http://support.citrix.com/proddocs/topic/xenapp65-publishing/xaccm2012-wrapper.html
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Answer: Its very true, however this issue is actually not a VMM issue, but the richness of the SMI-S 

provider offered from the Vendor, to which they all appear to be working on. 

 

09:49:45 PDT  

Question: Can you deploy Vmware and ESX from bare-metal? 

Answer: Not from VMM, this is a Hyper-V or Scale out file server offering only. 

 

09:49:50 PDT  

Question: What's new for SCCM 2012 R2 from SP1? 

Answer: Hi Michelle, see here for all the new features in System Center 2012 R2: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn249519.aspx 

 

09:49:55 PDT  

Question: Will slides be available for these presentations? 

Answer: You can download them from the FAQ tab. If you don't see the links you may need to refresh 

your browser first. 

 

09:50:04 PDT  

Question: Can you deploy Vmware and ESX from bare-metal? 

Answer: No, sorry - Hyper-V and Scale out File Servers only. 

 

09:50:12 PDT  

Question: I'm installing the App-V 5 Sp1 client via the EXE...I setup a separate app for .NET FW 4.0 and 

WMF 3.0 (as pre-req for App-v 5)...the WMF 3.0 returns error 2, manually running the MSU file installs 

fine, but requires a reboot 

Answer: .NET installs do require a reboot to be functional. 

 

09:50:55 PDT  

Question: Is the bare metal install done completely in VMM or does it require Orchestrator as well? 

Answer: Hi Drew, this is done completely from VMM (for bare metal deployment for hyper-v boxes). 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn249519.aspx
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09:51:13 PDT  

Question: Wally, a Pull DP, does that use a 'smart' algorithm to select a source DP? 

Answer: Today in SP1, it is random. In the R2 version, you can designate the order of the source DPs. 

 

09:51:49 PDT  

Question: What were the examples of out-of-band management components that were mentioned? Eg 

HP and Dell 

Answer: Hp iLO, Dell DRAC - any BMC will work 

 

09:52:16 PDT  

Question: So if i understand this correctly bare-metal is not yet functional for 2012SP1? 

Answer: Configuration Manager can do bare metal deployments of OS. But I can't comment on other 

System Center products. 

 

09:52:57 PDT  

Question: is it a full baremetal install or just the push of a .vhd to the server that it will boot off? 

Answer: answering live 

 

09:53:30 PDT  

Question: .Net 4 install works, I set the /NORESTART parameter and detection method works...it 

works...my problem is WFM 3.0 returns error 2 (can't find a file - no idea what file, as the distribution is 

fine, no error) 

Answer: Sorry, not enough to go on here for providing an answer for that. Yes, error 2 is file not found. 

All I could suggest is contacting CSS. 

 

09:55:00 PDT  

Question: can you use WinPE on removable media to rapid deploy? 

Answer: answering 
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09:55:03 PDT  

Question: Do you need SCCM to deploy virtual machines in SCVMM? 

Answer: No, VMM is fully capable of deploying virtual machines without the interaction of SCCM  

 

09:55:09 PDT  

Question: Does the bare-metal deployment support Cisco UCS? 

Answer: Yes mlebied, see here for more info: http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2012/08/scvmm-2012-

hyper-v-bare-metal-deployment-on-cisco-ucs-c200/ 

 

09:55:12 PDT  

Question: Can SC2012 Sp1 or r2 do boot from san ( hyper host)with baremetal deployment 

Answer: answered live 

 

09:56:46 PDT  

Question: Can a server be member of multiple host groups? 

Answer: No, a virtualization host can only be member of a single host group, but the host group can 

inherit settings from the parent host group. 

 

09:57:22 PDT  

Question: What is the best way to incorporate OEM software into bare metal deployment? 

Answer: There is no problem integrating OEM software as long as the license management is 

addressed... a KMS Server will address that. 

 

09:57:30 PDT  

Question: Does the VHD created for the bare metal conversion need to be as large as the original boot 

disk? If not what % of the original system disk is suggested? Where is the VHD placed? 

Answer: It can be - and it is recommended to be converted as a fixed disk during deployment, matching 

the size of the physical disk. 

 

 

http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2012/08/scvmm-2012-hyper-v-bare-metal-deployment-on-cisco-ucs-c200/
http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2012/08/scvmm-2012-hyper-v-bare-metal-deployment-on-cisco-ucs-c200/
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09:57:43 PDT  

Question: thanks for the help...I downloaded the SCCM SDK and it has an application kit which includes 

structure for App-V 5 client deployment...going to try that, in case there was something strange in my 

structure 

Answer: OK, good luck. When the test team created one for my hands-on lab, the application had lots of 

dependent apps, including WMF. 

 

09:57:53 PDT  

Question: will the bare metal builds from VMM work on Cisco UCS blades? 

Answer: I do not see a problem with that... Yes it will work. 

 

09:58:46 PDT  

Question: Will WDS support PXE-Chaining in the future? 

Answer: It is not currently supported; I do not think we can comment on 'in the future' scenarios. The 

best thing to do is to submit it as a feature request. 

 

09:59:19 PDT  

Question: will we cover SC licensing, with EA and non EA? 

Answer: Sorry, we won't be covering licensing, we are going to stay focused on the technology. Check 

out the SC licensing datasheet here: http://download.microsoft.com/download/1/1/1/11128EC7-2BE7-

480C-9D46-4ECECA9E481A/System%20Center%202012%20Licensing%20Datasheet.pdf 

 

09:59:45 PDT  

Question: @ Mitch - What is the best way to incorporate OEM software into bare metal deployment? 

Answer: The bits should not be a problem to incorporate, but maybe you should give me an idea of 

what type of software... I may be able to give a better answer based on that. 

 

10:00:05 PDT  

Question: Not all hardware vendors support CDN. How do you best identify/associate NIC names and 

the OS Connection Name? 

Answer: Sharing! 

http://download.microsoft.com/download/1/1/1/11128EC7-2BE7-480C-9D46-4ECECA9E481A/System%20Center%202012%20Licensing%20Datasheet.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/download/1/1/1/11128EC7-2BE7-480C-9D46-4ECECA9E481A/System%20Center%202012%20Licensing%20Datasheet.pdf
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10:01:07 PDT  

Question: 2 part question1. Can CM 2012 Sp1 using the latest supported version of APP-V packages to 

devices?2. Can the same setup deploy App-V apps to SERVERS?Thanks 

Answer: The first part of the answer is that no, it will not deploy App-V packages but it will deploy the 

App-V client. The second part is there is a new feature called SERVER APP-V which does what you ask. 

 

10:01:10 PDT  

Question: do you know if SMI-S works on IBM XIV storage? 

Answer: You should check with the vendor and see if they have a SMI-S provider that you can leverage 

with VMM. 

 

10:02:51 PDT  

Question: 

> Quoted question: 2 part question1. Can CM 2012 Sp1 using the latest supported version of APP-V 

packages to devices?2. Can the same setup deploy App-V apps to SERVERS?Thanks 

> Quoted answer: Configuration Manager CAN deploy virtual apps to devices, both workstation and 

server OS. If that is what is being asked here. 

 

10:03:03 PDT  

Question: Is there an online training, jumpstart session for SCOM 2012 or is something planned in the 

future? 

Answer: You should start at the http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com! 

 

10:03:33 PDT  

Question: @ Mitch sorry things like the HP SPP (Service Pack ProLiant). 

Answer: Patrick I am not sure about that, but in my experience almost any Enterprise software can be 

scripted to deploy. 

 

 

 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/
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10:04:53 PDT  

Question: Good morning, Good after noon and good evening to all from Selvamani.S 

Answer: Good afternoon Selvamani! 

 

10:06:01 PDT  

Question: will SMB3 present the storage in file or block mode. So application like Exchange require block 

mode storage which requires SAN or iSCSI 

Answer: VMM will present the storage in FILE mode, normally used with a Scale Out File Server. 

 

10:06:18 PDT  

Question: Can anyone speak on the new Orchestrator installer for SC2012R2 and if it has been improved 

over the prior SP1 for prereq issues for the individual modules? 

Answer: You can check my blog post on installing Orcestrator 2012 R2 

http://cloudadministrator.wordpress.com/2013/06/30/install-all-system-center-2012-r2-preview-

components-and-windows-azure-pack-preview-part-4-orchestrator-and-service-management-

automation/ 

 

10:06:21 PDT  

Question: What kind of network connectivity is recommended for shared storage SMB 3.0? Treamed 

1GB or 10GB? 

Answer: It all depends, and you have a lot of possible configurations here. Teaming can be one 

alternative, while using multi-channel can be another option. I would recommend 10GbE with multi-

channel and also RDMA capabilities in the NICs if possible (budget depends). But it all depends on the 

workload you are planning for. 

 

10:08:00 PDT  

Question: I am still curious to know how can I build msp file for MS Project 2013 alone ? .I can build MS 

office ..but not MS project alone ? any help is appreciated . -from Selvamani.S 

Answer: That is very off-topic, but if you run the setup -adminfile command with the Project vlk media it 

should work... 

 

 

http://cloudadministrator.wordpress.com/2013/06/30/install-all-system-center-2012-r2-preview-components-and-windows-azure-pack-preview-part-4-orchestrator-and-service-management-automation/
http://cloudadministrator.wordpress.com/2013/06/30/install-all-system-center-2012-r2-preview-components-and-windows-azure-pack-preview-part-4-orchestrator-and-service-management-automation/
http://cloudadministrator.wordpress.com/2013/06/30/install-all-system-center-2012-r2-preview-components-and-windows-azure-pack-preview-part-4-orchestrator-and-service-management-automation/
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10:08:21 PDT  

Question: would love to see a demo of failover when SMB host dies using VMs 

Answer: Stay tuned, it might be coming today!  

 

10:09:07 PDT  

Question: are there free PDF books available? 

Answer: For most books there are ebooks available. Either in pdf or some other format used for e-

reading. That is the existing books. 

 

10:09:12 PDT  

Question: are there free PDF books available? 

Answer: There is a list of free books available here: http://garvis.ca/2013/06/21/free-books-from-ms-

press/ 

 

10:09:33 PDT  

Question: hi to everyone from Kazakhstan! 

Answer: Hi Sayat from Canada! 

 

10:09:34 PDT  

Question: Can you discuss cross-system support in SCOM 2012 R2? Specifically what type of 

advancements have been made with Powershell (related to GC). What is the recommendations for OS 

and database for SCOM 2012 R2? 

Answer: We are going to cover this in depth in the next module. Please ask your questions if we do not 

cover them. 

 

10:09:34 PDT  

Question: Just wanted to mention: Scale Out File Server is one of the most interesting things from 

W2012, but without proper StorageConnections and ClusteredStorageControllers You will always Need a 

SAN if You Need to go pro 

Answer: True, but pay attention to the new enhancements in R2 for Windows Server 2012, where de-

dupe and tiering is brought to the calculation. This will impact performance and give you a solid boost! 

http://garvis.ca/2013/06/21/free-books-from-ms-press/
http://garvis.ca/2013/06/21/free-books-from-ms-press/
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10:10:02 PDT  

Question: how do we plan for 100 VMs using hyper-v,scvmm and other components, are there any 

capacity planners? 

Answer: Check out the latest MAP tool. It will help you to plan correctly for your environment. 

 

10:10:29 PDT  

Question: how do we plan for 100 VMs using hyper-v,scvmm and other components, are there any 

capacity planners? 

Answer: Abhijeet the planning is built into ConfigMgr, but I generally use a pen and paper... it is just how 

I do it. There are several Capacity Planners available... 

 

10:10:39 PDT  

Question: If nothing else I'm getting some great links from the Q&A - thanks everyone! 

Answer: Our pleasure! 

 

10:10:47 PDT  

Question: Nice list of free PDFs, thank you. 

Answer: My pleasure 

 

10:11:25 PDT  

Question: Is there any documentation for the system center suite for stretch clustering? 

Answer: Not specifically, though this could be done by deploying clusters at different site. Multi-site 

clustering model has changed in 2012 depending on whether you are using VMs or other workloads. 

Check out this article I recently wrote describing the differences: 

http://www.wservernews.com/archives/2013-06-10.htm 

 

10:12:20 PDT  

Question: hm, free Microsoft E-Books link doesn't work. Any ideas? 

Answer: Gleb please let me know which one is not working and I will check it quickly. 

 

http://www.wservernews.com/archives/2013-06-10.htm
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10:13:57 PDT  

Question: The whole site doesn't work for some reason... the rest of the web works flawlessly... 

Answer: Gleb If you try to access the links from my page (http://garvis.ca/2013/06/21/free-books-from-

ms-press/) it works... at least from here, and I am not on a computer with a cache. 

 

10:14:16 PDT  

Question: Thanks for the effort, thou, Mitch 

Answer: That's what I do  

 

10:15:48 PDT  

Question: It's OK for me Gleb - maybe we've overloaded it 

Answer: I think a few of us provided links and some of them work and others don't. Gleb let me know if 

you got in. 

 

10:17:26 PDT  

Question: Don't bother, Mitch. I will try that link tomorrow from my work, doesn't work from my place 

for some reason. 

Answer: Great  

 

10:19:58 PDT  

Question: Do you require a seperate storage network for my HyperV hosts and Storage hosts if you use 

SMB shares to store your VHD's for HyperV? 

Answer: REQUIRE? No. Could it be a best practice? It depends on your environment and security 

requirements. 

 

10:20:07 PDT  

Question: Is it better to build the SOFS outside of VMM and then add the SOFS function with VMM? 

Answer: With R2, I would recommend you to take the entire process with VMM, since it now support it, 

end to end. But you can of course add your smb-infrastructure afterwards, and manage it with VMM. 

 

http://garvis.ca/2013/06/21/free-books-from-ms-press/
http://garvis.ca/2013/06/21/free-books-from-ms-press/
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10:20:53 PDT  

Question: Do I also create 2 SMB cluster networks like iSCSI for MPIO? 

Answer: Yes - if you are using scale-out file server (file servers in a cluster) and want to leverage multi-

channel, then you must do so. thx! 

 

10:21:36 PDT  

Question: Do I also create 2 SMB cluster networks like iSCSI for MPIO? 

Answer: The normal way of scaling on SMB3 is using its new Mulit-Channel option, this scales massively 

 

10:21:39 PDT  

Question: How it is about using NIC teaming for iSCSI? I thought that iSCSI NICs should not be teamed. 

But can you use iSCSI as part of ConvergerSwitch? 

Answer: For a Software iSCSI the NIC teaming is not a problem. For physical iSCSI you should use MPIO. 

 

10:22:17 PDT  

Question: If a node in a SOFS cluster fails, how to keep a connection from the other SOFS nodes to a 

JBOD, is Disk Enclosure Awareness required? 

Answer: Storage Spaces supports associating each copy of data with a particular JBOD enclosure. This 

capability is known as enclosure awareness. With enclosure awareness, if one enclosure fails or goes 

offline, the data remains available in one or more alternate enclosures. So you do not need it for SOFS 

but if you have more than one JBODs it is good to have it. 

 

10:22:21 PDT  

Question: Do you create datastores in VMM or Vcenter? 

Answer: I would still create them in vCenter but manage them through VMM. 

 

10:22:23 PDT  

Question: If you have multiple 1 GB, will SMB multipath be advantageous from a performance 

standpoint, versus teaming, which is not as efficient as smb multipath? 

Answer: Exaclty! you are 100% correct 
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10:22:53 PDT  

Question: Can we use Storage Spaces with Scale-File Servers? 

Answer: Yes 

 

10:25:25 PDT  

Question: @Mitch Garvis: So if I use MS iSCSI provider, it is OK to team, but if I use e.g. NetApp storage 

iSCSI, i should use MPIO and seperate physical NICs 

Answer: Exactly. 

 

10:25:44 PDT  

Question: Can we easily Map VLANs to Vm Networks as we already have our VLANs very logically 

seperated and are happy with that, so Don't need another layer above that. 

Answer: Yes. a VM network can have 1:1 connection with a logical/physical network, no need for 

network virtualization. Thx 

 

10:26:32 PDT  

Question: Does the current slide (slide 18) show IP rewrite over NVGRE? If not why 4 x 192.168 

addresses? 

Answer: Yes Patrick, that is what they are showing 

 

10:26:38 PDT  

Question: Thanks Kristian. However, if I just want to migrate file shares from 2003 cluster to 2012 

cluster, what is the best way to go about that? I couldn't find any document on that from Microsoft. Is it 

supported? 

Answer: There is no direction migration path since MS supports (version-2). This means that 2012 RTM 

supports 2008 R2 and 2008. 2012 R2 supports 2008 R2 and 2012 RTM. If you do not want to rebuild 

from scratch, you can set up a temporary 2008 R2 cluster. You could then go 2003 -> 2008 R2 -> 2012 

(r2) 

 

10:27:51 PDT  

Question: Does the Provider IP sit on the hyper-v switch that guests use? is the provider ip the 

management ip? 
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Answer: Yes, it sits on the host, but NO its not the Managment address - if you really want to 

understand this please check my youtuble channel (DamianFlynnMVP), and look for the playlist on 

Software Defined Networks / NVGRE, i cover how this works in details 

 

10:28:23 PDT  

Question: Data shares hosted as cluster resource 

Answer: SQL or File Server? SQL AlwaysOn is supported and recommended for clusters and system 

center. File Server is also supported with clustering. 

 

10:29:19 PDT  

Question: Is this virtualization compatible with cisco nexus VSG and 1000V? 

Answer: No, honestly its not, Cisco support the NVGRE implemention, but also a whole lot more, they 

have essentally extended the fabric right to the virtual switch, offering pvlans, and lots of ofther 

networking options, especially with their VSG offerings. 

 

10:29:35 PDT  

Question: Can we host Linux box on Hyper-v 

Answer: Absolutely... http://garvis.ca/2012/09/11/linux-integration-services-for-hyper-v-3-4/ 

 

10:29:50 PDT  

Question: do you have any links on VM networking planning? 

Answer: Hi. Does this link help you? 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/privatecloud/archive/2013/01/23/network-virtualization-guide-with-

system-center-2012-virtual-machine-manager-service-pack-1-by-kristian-nese.aspx 

 

10:29:52 PDT  

Question: @ Damian is there a NVGRE diagram (similar to slide 18) that you can point me at? 

Answer: I belive i have a deck posted on my blog for this, http://www.damianflynn.com which should 

also help 

 

 

http://garvis.ca/2012/09/11/linux-integration-services-for-hyper-v-3-4/
http://blogs.technet.com/b/privatecloud/archive/2013/01/23/network-virtualization-guide-with-system-center-2012-virtual-machine-manager-service-pack-1-by-kristian-nese.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/privatecloud/archive/2013/01/23/network-virtualization-guide-with-system-center-2012-virtual-machine-manager-service-pack-1-by-kristian-nese.aspx
http://www.damianflynn.com/
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10:29:58 PDT  

Question: Is this virtualization compatible with cisco nexus VSG and 1000V? 

Answer: Yes. 

 

10:30:23 PDT  

Question: is Microsoft Virtualisation gateway recommended for production use? Or better with for 

example with an F5 based solution? 

Answer: Microsoft virtualization gateway with RRAS in R2 will be suited for production use, offering 

high-availability  

 

10:30:44 PDT  

Question: Can we host Linux box on Hyper-v 

Answer: Yes. There is supported list Linux distributions http://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh831531 

 

10:31:01 PDT  

Question: You talk about QOS management for the network resource, what's about for the storage 

resource? Is there some QOS management for the storage in 2012 R2? 

Answer: Yes, QoS on VHD/VHDX level is supported in Win 2012 R2. 

 

10:31:15 PDT  

Question: Is there any good book describing the mix of VMM networking and Cisco VSG and 1000V? 

Answer: Not currently for the Nexus 1000v and Hyper-V. I am currently authoring content on this with 

Nigel Cain and the MS Press team, expected to be published in October. 

 

10:32:01 PDT  

Question: You talk about QOS management for the network resource, what's about for the storage 

resource? Is there some QOS management for the storage in 2012 R2? 

Answer: Yes. There is QoS feature for storage in WS 2012 R2. You can set maximum and minimum IOPS. 

 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh831531
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10:32:13 PDT  

Question: Does the NVGRE gateway virtual appliance need to be on each host or one per VMM 

environment? 

Answer: For using the native RRAS solution in Win 2012 R2 with VMM, you must dedicate a physical 

Hyper-V host for this, enable it for network virtualization gateway, and deploy the Virtualization 

Gateway VM on this host. 

 

10:33:27 PDT  

Question: Thanks will keep looking for the book. My network admin want to use the Cisco VSG.. i am 

looking for info how to integrate this into SCVMM. 

Answer: Here's a blog post describing how you add virtualization gateway to VMM 2012 R2 

http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/how-to-add-your-virtualization-gateways.html 

 

10:33:31 PDT  

Question: Does the NVGRE gateway virtual appliance need to be on each host or one per VMM 

environment? 

Answer: If you are referring to the MS Gateway offered with R2, then NO, actually this should be a 

dedicated hardware server, specifically for the job, treated as an appliance, and just networked to the 

rest of your hosts. 

 

10:34:38 PDT  

Question: Thanks will keep looking for the book. My network admin want to use the Cisco VSG.. i am 

looking for info how to integrate this into SCVMM. 

Answer: the VSG itself does not integrate, I did a presentation on Cisco Nexus 1000v and VMM earlier in 

the year, please check my blog, or check out some cisco presentations from Cisco Live, or Tech Ed  

 

10:35:30 PDT  

Question: @Symon: Don't you use IPv6 on MS? 

Answer: Yes of course we do, but until we retire IPv4 we have to develop for that as well!  

 

 

http://kristiannese.blogspot.no/2013/06/how-to-add-your-virtualization-gateways.html
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10:35:35 PDT  

Question: that coffee pour sounds good 

Answer: Energy drink = 3x the caffeine  

 

10:35:42 PDT  

Question: Damian Flynn - How about High availability network virtualization gateway? 

Answer: HA GW will be available in RTM. You will be able to cluster both GW and Hyper-V hosts. 

 

10:35:49 PDT  

Question: Are there changes in VMM R2 for deploying a logical switch where you loose network 

connection during the vNic MGMT configuration? Sometimes it works, sometimes not... 

Answer: This should always work, as long as you make sure at the deployment time of the logical switch 

that you have a virtual network interfaces added, and the check box to use the host configuration 

settings enabled. if you do not check that, then you will be isolated, and have issues  

 

10:36:04 PDT  

Question: just to verify.....All the features from Network virtualizatrion work across ALL hypervisors? 

Answer: No, Hyper-V extension only! 

 

10:36:43 PDT  

Question: For the WS2012 R2 Preview, is it correct the you can only install 1 NVGRE Gateway on 1 host? 

for HA the passive GW will need to be on anohter host? 

Answer: Correct Sam, the preview is limited, but this will be filed by release 

 

10:36:46 PDT  

Question: Is the network discovered automatically or do you have to input the layout into VMM? 

Answer: Good question! In SCVMM 2012 R2, you can now integrate with IPAM in Win 2012 R2 and have 

a bi-directional sync/integration, where you can manage this from both worlds. VMM can also create 

logical networks and virtual switched automatically, depending on the connections on the host NICs. 
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10:37:06 PDT  

Question: in a common corporate environment does network virtualization provide any benefit in 

regard ro client connectivity ? will a nvgree gateway needed to have clients connecting to servers 

Answer: You need GW to forward traffic from virtual machines with NVGRE to physical machines. The in 

box GW will support this in RTM. 

 

10:37:52 PDT  

Question: is the bandwidth cap only for internet or would that effect communication between virtual 

machines 

Answer: It is per VM/NIC... you could do both or either. 

 

10:38:14 PDT  

Question: Liking this so far, But No sign of MAC O/S integration bummer 

Answer: Jace unfortunately the EULA of Mac does not allow us to virtualize it. 

 

10:38:55 PDT  

Question: With SCVMM 2012 R2 - Do we have an option to tag the VLAN while using a template for vm 

creation? 

Answer: yes, this is part of VMM for a while. in 2012 sp1 is to use logical networks, and then vm 

networks, placing a vm on a VM network will tag the VM with the VLAN you need 

 

10:39:09 PDT  

Question: Do you have to build Converged switching from VMM, or is it imported (understood by VMM) 

if you have built it on HyperV host prior installing VMM? 

Answer: Good question, and an important one! for VMM to manage the entire ecosystem, you should 

let VMM create the converged network for you. If this is created outside of VMM, VMM is not able to 

import all the configuration. 
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10:39:29 PDT  

Question: Do you have to build Converged switching from VMM, or is it imported (understood by VMM) 

if you have built it on HyperV host prior installing VMM? 

Answer: Sadly - YOU MUST BUILD  

 

10:40:01 PDT  

Question: What other Service Templates will we get out of the box? 

Answer: Hi Patrick! We have announced service templates for all of the SC components. 

 

10:40:35 PDT  

Question: So all traffic from and to VMs will pass through Network Virtualization gateway. Do we need 

to consider 10 Gig or more network interface in large environment? 

Answer: Shaba the network requirements will depend on the size of your environment as well as your 

bandwidth requirements. 10GigE is worth trying out if you need the bandwidth. 

 

10:41:40 PDT  

Question: Will this session be available on MVA to replay later? 

Answer: Yes it will be available within the next few days. 

 

10:42:49 PDT  

Question: Just to unterstand: I Need VMM to build the Cluster, the Network and the storage, but should 

install VMM onto a Cluster on a Network and place it on a storage itself? so I Need a manually build 

Cluster for VMM rollout and let VMM build the new Cluster and then move VMM onto it? 

Answer: Matthias you are confusing Windows clusters with VMM clusters. They work independently. 

 

10:43:16 PDT  

Question: How about multi site deployment. I have a primary site and a DR site. Can we use network 

virtualization along with HyperV replica so that the VMs can come online from the DR site with the same 

IP address from the DR site in case of a failure in primary site ? 

Answer: Yes you are spot on!  
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10:44:01 PDT  

Question: Can you mix hyper-v and VMWare hosts in a virtual network but in same host group? 

Answer: You can, but I prefer to segregate them . 

 

10:45:09 PDT  

Question: in VMM 08 to do a live migration you needed 1 VM per Iscsi target, with SMB storage for 

clustered VM i assume you need one SMB share per VM to support Live migration? 

Answer: That one VM per LUN was eliminated when Cluster Shared Volumes were introduced... 

 

10:45:16 PDT  

Question: in VMM 08 to do a live migration you needed 1 VM per Iscsi target, with SMB storage for 

clustered VM i assume you need one SMB share per VM to support Live migration? 

Answer: not at all you can have multiple VMs on a single file share 

 

10:45:29 PDT  

Question: and you can use CSV with SMB? 

Answer: Yes. Actually, in a scale-out file server scenario, the shares are on top of a CSV. 

 

10:45:41 PDT  

Question: @Mitch Garvis: if I want VMM to manage the Hyper-V-Cluster, the Network and the Storage I 

must use VMM to build/configure it - but I should install the whole Hyper-V-Cluster-Management on a 

Cluster first (Hyper-V Fast Track or IaaS Guides told me so). 

Answer: Correct. 

 

10:46:14 PDT  

Question: and you can use CSV with SMB? 

Answer: No, CSV is a cluster option, SMB is simply a File share, like you have done for years, just put all 

your VMs on a file server, and point the Hyper-V server to the share 
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10:46:19 PDT  

Question: for mix Hyper-V and VMware, what is the down limit version 

Answer: We support Hyper-V down to 2008, and VMware hosts down to vSphere 4.1 (although 4.0 will 

work) 

 

10:47:24 PDT  

Question: can we clarify Provider and customer address? 

Answer: Provider Address. The physical IP address that the hosts are using when they are sending the 

CA packets. CA = Customer Addresses, completely isolated from the provider addresses. 

 

10:47:46 PDT  

Question: can we clarify Provider and customer address? 

Answer: If you understand SDN, then the provider address is the Control layer address, and the 

Customer Address is the Data layer address, i apologize for suggesting my youtube channel again, but it 

really explains this in 2 sessions, one covering the network types, and then the second in depth covers 

NVGRE 

 

10:47:56 PDT  

Question: Symon mentioned an "Availability Group", a phrase I've normally associated with SQL Server 

2012. Is this the same underlying technology? 

Answer: Availability group is with reference to the concept of affinity group that we define at cluster 

level. 

 

10:48:34 PDT  

Question: Symon mentioned an "Availability Group", a phrase I've normally associated with SQL Server 

2012. Is this the same underlying technology? 

Answer: essentially yes, under the covers they both use the failover clustering 'AntiAffinityClassName'. 

With SQL we force our database to reside on different nodes, with VMM we force our VMs to reside on 

different nodes. More info: http://blogs.msdn.com/b/clustering/archive/2008/10/14/9000092.aspx 

 

 

 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/clustering/archive/2008/10/14/9000092.aspx
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10:50:39 PDT  

Question: All of the virtual networks and multiple private networks on the same IP schema is support on 

vmware & XEN as well as Hyper-V? 

Answer: Yes 

 

10:50:53 PDT  

Question: Can you use Claims Based for RBAC in r2 or do you still need to use standard AD groups? 

Answer: Great Question - we are still on NTFS ACLS for now, not claims 

 

10:52:43 PDT  

Question: @Matthias Petz - we don't have prod of this yet but have budgeted for a 2 node 

'management cluster' outside tenant env for management including vmm and dpm, etc - find your 

earlier comment interesting re need a SAN for prod/HA rather than fileshare - my minds still open on 

this as unproven... 

Answer: Sharing 

 

10:53:35 PDT  

Question: Is there any way to deploy any System Center 2012 product web console to a Windows Azure 

Web site versus deploying to a web server? I.E. SCOM web console, Orchestrator, SCCM Web 

Application Portal? 

Answer: Not the Configuration Manager Application Catalog. All Configuration Manager supports in 

Azure is a distribution point (and Windows Intune as a service). 

 

10:53:53 PDT  

Question: Is therre a way in VMM to enable for certain critical systems to enable auto memory or CPU 

increase within boundary constraints? 

Answer: Steve I am trying to wrap my head around your wording... We can do it with Dynamic memory, 

but do you mean OUTSIDE those constraints? 
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10:54:25 PDT  

Question: Ive previously run into issues where Storage Sizes werent't being updated in SP1 and as a 

result quotas weren't enforced. The response from a product manager was that this was by design. Has 

this been fixed? 

Answer: I have not seen that issue... can you elaborate? 

 

10:54:45 PDT  

Question: If we create Multiple Subnets under a Logical Network with Network Sites... Is this going to 

affect VMs straight away or is it more of a logical setup and we have to move the VMs into those logical 

setups later. 

Answer: Rayn, its will only take affect when you make a VM network from the logical network, then you 

must assign your VM to the VM network, only this operation will actually apply a change on the VM. 

 

10:55:50 PDT  

Question: Are there benefits of creating multiple Run As users or do most deployments use a single Run 

As account to provide access to user groups? 

Answer: Really dends on your use of thses. i would create a few, for example one for the bare metal 

IPMI access to the DRACs, another for domain join, etc. then just offer these to the groups who need 

this access, many time just trusted admins, and not regular tenatnts. 

 

10:57:01 PDT  

Question: Do you need SCCM to deploy applications (MSI's), packages, etc. to vitrual machines? 

Answer: Depends! VMM has its own Services feature which will also do, this, its not the same as SCCM, 

so really depends on what your object is. many times the VMM services option is more flexible for 

servicing Virtual servers. 

 

11:01:09 PDT  

Question: can you deploy system center agents in the templates? 

Answer: YTes 
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11:01:46 PDT  

Question: Why not say Puppet, from Reductive Labs. 

Answer: Microsoft are introducing DCM with powershell 4.0, so expect that to play a role in the future 

 

11:02:01 PDT  

Question: any Hyper-V continuous replication changes from 2012? 

Answer: Are you talking about Hyper-V Replica? Yes, several changes and enhancements there. You can 

configure the sync time from 30 seconds to 15 minutes, and also support for a third site. 

 

11:02:56 PDT  

Question: the AD roles management and VM quota features, is that just Hyper-V, or does it cover other 

hypervisors as well? 

Answer: answered live 

 

11:03:55 PDT  

Question: What will I miss if I try to manage Server 2012 R2 with SC 2012 SP1? 

Answer: untested/unsupported in pre-release. some things will work, but no new features (since the 

older version does not know about the new features) 

 

11:05:35 PDT  

Question: How p to v and vmdx to vhd conversion can do ? 

Answer: for p 2 v ..as of now u can still look for SCVMM sp1 2012..and for Bmware to hyper-v look for 

MAT or MVMC Toolkit. 

 

11:05:42 PDT  

Question: Hey are you provsioning any HOL for SC R12 R2 

Answer: Stay tuned! 
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11:06:21 PDT  

Question: To integrate 2012 VMs Network Virtualization you need Cisco ISR or something that supports 

DMVPN to access Azure Clouds with my private Cloud OR between two Private Clouds? 

Answer: Yes, really you do, i would suggest the best option being Nexus 1000v as the glue to get your 

NVGRE and DMVPN up, but i have not yet successfully accomplished this to azure. Also expect that the 

MS NVGRE gateway will help here, but not with DMVPN tunnels of course 

 

11:06:51 PDT  

Question: what about running updates as part of the deployment is that possible with VMM? 

Answer: Yes, you can integrate your WSUS server with VMM and even inject the updates offline with 

offline servicing. 

 

11:10:23 PDT  

Question: Shared VHDX for clusters? Can the cluster service do arbitration on shared VHDX files? 

Answer: Shared VHDX exposed to the cluster service like any other shared disk 

 

11:15:02 PDT  

Question: Why is this Session broadcasted via silverlight. i tried to Login with Surface RT. So i had no 

Chance to start on. Will there be any changes in the future? 

Answer: Yes, we are working on a new player. Stay tuned - coming soon! 

 

11:16:36 PDT  

Question: i have more than 100 vm which running on vmware, is there any way we can convert them 

Answer: Please see http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg610672.aspx for convert from 

VMware to Hyper-V 

 

11:17:35 PDT  

Question: Are there going to be a session, on news in SCCM 2012 R2? 

Answer: To my knowledge, no information provided on Configuration Manager 2012 R2 in this session. 

Please make a request in the evaluation/feedback of the event to suggest a specific session on it  

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg610672.aspx
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11:19:14 PDT  

Question: @AndyG: we wanted to start small so no separate Management Cluster but at the Moment it 

Looks like will Need an additional blade to get started correctly for full Management Features - as this is 

what SysCtr is all about. Evaluated SOFS half a year ago, but went to SAN because there is no HA-

Hardware available yet. @Team: Any possibility to contact other students directly? 

Answer: Sharing 

 

11:20:24 PDT  

Question: are all mp's from 2007 compatible with scom 2012? 

Answer: Yes. 

 

11:21:04 PDT  

Question: can I do live migration of Shared VHDX for clusters? 

Answer: Think of SVHDX as a new type of shared storage. Yes, you can LM the VMs that are using the 

SVHDX, and you can storage LM the SVHDX file. 

 

11:21:12 PDT  

Question: Anyone doing Private Cloud to Azure Cloud integration successfully? 

Answer: sharing... 

 

11:22:44 PDT  

Question: are all mp's from 2007 compatible with scom 2012? 

Answer: In general yes. But then there can be MP that require special services and local files that dont 

work on Ops Mgr 12. But in general you can for example upgrade to Ops Mgr 2012 from 2007, then see 

if there are any MPs to update. 

 

11:22:47 PDT  

Question: How many network devices can be monitored with SCOM? Is there a limitation? 

Answer: See Sizing Guidance here : 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2012/04/02/operations-manager-2012-sizing-helper-

tool.aspx 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2012/04/02/operations-manager-2012-sizing-helper-tool.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2012/04/02/operations-manager-2012-sizing-helper-tool.aspx
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11:23:21 PDT  

Question: Will 2012R2 Management packs work on 2012 SP1? 

Answer: Yes 

 

11:24:03 PDT  

Question: Will i be able to access the recording of this session later? 

Answer: Yes we will have them available in about a week on MVA 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/LiveEvents.aspx 

 

11:24:26 PDT  

Question: Will 2012R2 Management packs work on 2012 SP1? 

Answer: No such thing as a 2012 R2 MP. 

 

11:25:23 PDT  

Question: Initially it took quite some time for management packs to become available for new products. 

Based on the preview versions that are available it seems like the new Management Packs will be 

available (almost) at the same time. Is this correct ? 

Answer: Yes correct 

 

11:26:26 PDT  

Question: Initially it took quite some time for management packs to become available for new products. 

Based on the preview versions that are available it seems like the new Management Packs will be 

available (almost) at the same time. Is this correct ? 

Answer: Yes, you are correct. See here for when what management pack is available: 

http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/16174.microsoft-management-packs.aspx 

 

11:26:32 PDT  

Question: some MPs didn't work in SC2012 SP1 will work on SC2012 R2 

Answer: Which MPs? 

 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/LiveEvents.aspx
http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/16174.microsoft-management-packs.aspx
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11:27:04 PDT  

Question: Ok, so will the new management packs integrate with SP1? 

Answer: If the MP has been tested and is licensed for SP1 then yes. Check the MP guide for the 

particular MP. 

 

11:27:29 PDT  

Question: how operation manager and configuration work's across wan ? 

Answer: Please expand, do you mean how do we handle low latency connections? 

 

11:28:30 PDT  

Question: Symon - Jeff Woollsey told me you can storge migrate a shared vhdx 

Answer: Correct, you can LM the VMs that are using it, and the storage LM the SVHDX 

 

11:28:57 PDT  

Question: on the Advisor, did they fix the agent issue where it caused the RMS to stop monitoring your 

host clients. 

Answer: Hi Todd, it works a bit different now, whereby you can actually use the SCOM R2 agents and 

link the SCOM to Advisor. SO no need for separate gateways and such anymore. 

 

11:29:58 PDT  

Question: Agree SVHDX in case of clustered host sharing the storage, any advice on the standalone host 

LM? 

Answer: With WS2012 all types of LMs are supported from standalone hosts. Remember - a cluster is 

still needed for unplanned downtime to respond and recover from unexpected crashes. 

 

11:30:38 PDT  

Question: But does standard SQL server limit the number of clients to be managed yet the way expresse 

version does ? 

Answer: Standard version supports all the clients you want to manage, there are some SQL internal 

management functions that Work differently - like indexing, which does lock columns while indexing in 

Standard. 
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11:30:42 PDT  

Question: I have some virtual machines running on the old freebie products VMware Server 1.0 and 2.0. 

What is the best way to migrate the virtual machines to a Hyper-V environment? 

Answer: If you can reach them on the network, I would suggest a traditional P2V for this. 

 

11:32:36 PDT  

Question: Does SQL licensing support clustering as well? 

Answer: No, this is for a standalone SQL Standard deployment. If you want to use SQL AlwaysOn you will 

need a SQL version that supports AlwaysOn 

 

11:32:41 PDT  

Question: Will System Center advisor work without Internet access (i.e. on a closed network)? 

Answer: No, it requires a internet connection from the Management Server to our service 

 

11:34:34 PDT  

Question: Where does VMM get all the performance info from? 

Answer: When VMM agent is installed on host performance counters are implemented to get this data. 

 

11:34:58 PDT  

Question: So is that pulling the hosts AND the VMs on the hosts or just the hosts on that dashboard? I 

couldnt tell. 

Answer: We get information about hosts and the VMs running on the hosts 

 

11:36:06 PDT  

Question: 

> Quoted question: Where does VMM get all the performance info from? Robert Smit MVP replied 

privately: If you want to use VMM all machines needs an agent. 

Answer: It gather it's info using the Agent, and the Agent uses WMI and WS-Management queries 
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11:37:06 PDT  

Question: So the esxi host does not need an agent from SCOM to pull performance data from a cloud in 

VMM that it is a part of? 

Answer: Correct Joshua. This is the info that comes through VMM and its connection to the 

virtualization layer. SO no SCOM agent on esx (which doesn't exist). Every info comes through VCenter. 

 

11:37:16 PDT  

Question: SCOM 2012 R2 - are there improvements with regards to distribution of management packs - 

if using out of the box and you add network monitoring - ALL IP address and FQDN's and everything is 

copied as MP to every single managed device - that's in SCOM 2012 (pre SP1)... In multitenant env this is 

not good... 

Answer: This is not the correctly described behavior for how network monitoring works. Email me for 

further clarification or questions ; dsavage@microsoft.com 

 

11:37:54 PDT  

Question: I guess for VMWare VMM reads Vcenter? 

Answer: Yes, see details at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc764280.aspx 

 

11:38:40 PDT  

Question: For this information in SCOM, I assume the console has to be installed on the VMM server for 

this to be brought in? 

Answer: HI Ozzy, this is an example for the current version: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/hh882396.aspx and it does involve installing a console on the other side. 

 

11:40:28 PDT  

Question: And you don't need an agent on the VMs then, since the information is being gathered from 

VMM, right? 

Answer: That depends on what information you are looking to monitor. The scom agent in the guest 

does a lot more, like monitoring windows/sql/exchange/file/print/whatever. The info coming through 

VMM is how the fabric sees it. 

 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc764280.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh882396.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh882396.aspx
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11:41:03 PDT  

Question: Is Ubuntu Linux 13.04 supported as a 'guest' in SCCM2012 R2's Hypervisor? 

Answer: 13.04 is not on the list for SP1. Have not seen the updated list for R2 yet. Here's the SP1 list: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg682077.aspx#BKMK_SupConfigLnUClientReq 

 

11:41:41 PDT  

Question: 

> Quoted question: Does SQL licensing support clustering as well? 

> Quoted answer: No, this is for a standalone SQL Standard deployment. If you want to use SQL 

AlwaysOn you will need a SQL version that supports AlwaysOn 

Answer: Robert Smit added: the lic. for SQL is based on one instance dedicated for SC. and standard 

edition. You can cluster this but make sure this is active / passive. 

 

11:42:23 PDT  

Question: where we can download presentation 

Answer: You'll be able to download the videos in a few Days on MVA  

 

11:44:06 PDT  

Question: What about monitoring applications that are on a mix of physical and virtual and are not on a 

cloud (not on VMM)? 

Answer: This is fully supported, you just need to discover the components on the physical box by 

installing the OM agent. 

 

11:45:00 PDT  

Question: Regarding Topology Simplification, what's the difference between the old RMS servers and 

the New Management servers? How do the new Management servers simplify the topology? 

Answer: By removing the single point of failure RMS. And also by moving some of its functions back to 

the combination of database and Managemment servers in general. multiple MS can take care of all 

requests. 

 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg682077.aspx#BKMK_SupConfigLnUClientReq
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11:46:31 PDT  

Question: Regarding Topology Simplification, what's the difference between the old RMS servers and 

the New Management servers? How do the new Management servers simplify the topology? 

Answer: In 2007, you had only one RMS. Those functions are now shared by all management servers, so 

the single Point of failure is gone since 2012. No more clustering or manual failover is needed, 

SCOM2012 is now highly available out of the box (if you have at least 2 management servers) 

 

11:46:54 PDT  

Question: couldn't RMS servers be clustered in SCOM 2007R2? 

Answer: Yes they could but that was a pain. And still it also requested a lot from resources, like RAM. 

SPreading the load across multiple management servers and using resource pools really helps a lot. 

 

11:47:05 PDT  

Question: This session will be recorded? 

Answer: Yes and you'll be able to download it in a few Days from MVA 

 

11:48:41 PDT  

Question: any update on new SQL 2012 MP update - it was shown at mms back in march 

Answer: Due later this year. 

 

11:48:54 PDT  

Question: Clarification on the VM monitoring. No agent needed with VMM rgardless of the underlying 

host service, correct (HyperV, VMaare, Citrix)? 

Answer: Hi Steve, it depends. VMM doesnt monitor every single thing thats happening inside the VM's. 

What it does try to do is picj up virtualization metrics from the hosts (like memory usage and cpu usage). 

Its not application type of monitoring. There are also management packs to try to dig deeper into 

virtualization layers (Veeam mp, comtrade). for monitoring whats inside the VM's you neeed agent 

inside the vms. 

 

11:49:05 PDT  

Question: will a new AD MP available which suports Active Directory 2012 completly ? 

Answer: The current AD MP supports 2012 AD the same way it supports 2008 R2 AD 
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11:49:10 PDT  

Question: any documentation on how the BizTalk mp has been changed? 

Answer: MP guide has what was updated : http://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=39617 

 

11:50:18 PDT  

Question: Would we need to install agents on the VM boxes? 

Answer: Steve, see here for how-to integrate VMM with OpsMgr for monitoring: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh882396.aspx 

 

11:50:58 PDT  

Question: Got it and any issues regarding failing over to another site across the WAN? Anywhere I can't 

find SCOM 2012 architectural best practices? 

Answer: Well it depends on network latency between the SQL box and the management servers. It 

needs to be a small as possible. moving for a failoverr to another location could mean doing a HA action 

on SQL level and also needing to do a move on the management server layer. This assumes there is a 

good connection between database and managemnent servers. 

 

11:52:02 PDT  

Question: Does SCOM R2 support PowerShell scripts natively for diagnostic tasks and recovery tasks ? 

Answer: Yes. See here: http://www.server-log.com/blog/2012/9/18/running-powershell-scripts-as-

recovery-tasks-in-system-cente.html 

 

11:52:43 PDT  

Question: Do we have any File & Folder level monitoring available in SCOM like who changed /modified 

the permissions for the file and folders.... 

Answer: There have been some custom packs written for the older SCOM versions which could still 

work. There is also still ACS for security event log monitoring/collection but that requires that you 

include these files/folders into your auditing policy on the machines in question. 

 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=39617
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=39617
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh882396.aspx
http://www.server-log.com/blog/2012/9/18/running-powershell-scripts-as-recovery-tasks-in-system-cente.html
http://www.server-log.com/blog/2012/9/18/running-powershell-scripts-as-recovery-tasks-in-system-cente.html
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11:52:51 PDT  

Question: what about monitoring if you're on Office 365? 

Answer: For ideas around office 365 monitoring see http://www.systemcentercentral.com/scom-

monitoring-office-365/ . 

 

11:53:09 PDT  

Question: Can anyone Point me to a document where the SQL licensing included in SysCtr2012 

DataCenter is explained in Detail? (Edition, Features, Usage and so on) 

Answer: Here is our SC licensing datasheet: 

http://download.microsoft.com/download/1/1/1/11128EC7-2BE7-480C-9D46-

4ECECA9E481A/System%20Center%202012%20Licensing%20Datasheet.pdf 

 

11:53:26 PDT  

Question: Where I can get the list of monitoring counters that SCOM can do through VMM to 

monitoring VMs without an agent? 

Answer: See the MP wiki from Viacode: http://mpwiki.viacode.com/ 

 

11:54:02 PDT  

Question: 

> Quoted question: Where I can get the list of monitoring counters that SCOM can do through VMM to 

monitoring VMs without an agent? 

> Quoted answer: See the MP wiki from Viacode: http://mpwiki.viacode.com/ 

Answer: It's also covered in the management pack guide when you download the management pack. 

 

11:54:21 PDT  

Question: is mp s available AIX SAP environment 

Answer: Hi, for MS MPs, see 

http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/16174.microsoft-management-packs.aspx . 

You can also search Pin point to find MPs from partners http://pinpoint.microsoft.com/en-

US/companies/search?q=AIX%20Management%20pack 

 

 

http://www.systemcentercentral.com/scom-monitoring-office-365/
http://www.systemcentercentral.com/scom-monitoring-office-365/
http://download.microsoft.com/download/1/1/1/11128EC7-2BE7-480C-9D46-4ECECA9E481A/System%20Center%202012%20Licensing%20Datasheet.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/download/1/1/1/11128EC7-2BE7-480C-9D46-4ECECA9E481A/System%20Center%202012%20Licensing%20Datasheet.pdf
http://mpwiki.viacode.com/
http://mpwiki.viacode.com/
http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/16174.microsoft-management-packs.aspx
http://pinpoint.microsoft.com/en-US/companies/search?q=AIX%20Management%20pack
http://pinpoint.microsoft.com/en-US/companies/search?q=AIX%20Management%20pack
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11:55:04 PDT  

Question: Yep - SQL servers would be HA with a warm site. 

Answer: If the connection between the remaining online management servers to that SQL instance is 

good enough you should be OK. I am assuming a SQL failover here and not a complete datacenter 

disaster. However if the connection is really god between datacenters you could also put a management 

server in the other datacenter. keep in mind the minimal percentage of MS per resource pool that needs 

to stay online for it to function. 

 

11:55:14 PDT  

Question: Is there a management pack to monitor Hyper V cluster 

Answer: Yes, there is: http://blogs.technet.com/b/kevinholman/archive/2013/06/22/opsmgr-2012-

hyper-v-management-pack-extensions-published.aspx 

 

11:56:09 PDT  

Question: is linux support limited to OS, or SCOM can also monitor servers like apache, lighttpd, postfix, 

tomcat? Do we have MP for those products? 

Answer: Please see http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29270 for Tomcat and 

some more add-ons 

 

11:57:05 PDT  

Question: so could you create a incident from active alerts to some sort of incident managing system 

like servicenow, or did microsoft have it's own product for incident management system ? 

Answer: Yes there are connectors for different service management systems. Microsoft has it's own 

service management tool called Service Manager which integrates seamlessly with Operations Manager. 

Does this answer this question? 

 

11:59:36 PDT  

Question: aa, service manager can do that incident handling.. could you show that in demo a little bit? 

because basicly you don't do anything with monitoring if you dont have incident mangement system in 

the backgroud.. IMO 

Answer: You can try these virtual labs to test it yourself: https://cmg.vlabcenter.com/lab/097aafa3-

43f8-47ac-825e-7353cc79580a and https://cmg.vlabcenter.com/lab/32fb52a1-daaf-44ac-90e3-

723555f98517 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/kevinholman/archive/2013/06/22/opsmgr-2012-hyper-v-management-pack-extensions-published.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/kevinholman/archive/2013/06/22/opsmgr-2012-hyper-v-management-pack-extensions-published.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29270
https://cmg.vlabcenter.com/lab/097aafa3-43f8-47ac-825e-7353cc79580a
https://cmg.vlabcenter.com/lab/097aafa3-43f8-47ac-825e-7353cc79580a
https://cmg.vlabcenter.com/lab/32fb52a1-daaf-44ac-90e3-723555f98517
https://cmg.vlabcenter.com/lab/32fb52a1-daaf-44ac-90e3-723555f98517
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11:59:36 PDT  

Question: so could you create a incident from active alerts to some sort of incident managing system 

like servicenow, or did microsoft have it's own product for incident management system ? 

Answer: MSFT has it's incident Management system and it is called System Center Service Manager. You 

can create incidents in SCSM from alerts in SCOM. Via Orchestrator you can also create incidents to 

other incident management systems from SCOM. There are several integration Packs for Orchestrator 

from MSFT and third party companies http://www.kelverion.com/sc-2012-operations-manager-con/ 

and http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh295851.aspx 

 

12:00:53 PDT  

Question: As we know SharePoint Application owners can monitor their application using SCCM, but 

SCCM is generally owned by AD team. Can AD team give access to SharePoint team to manage their 

application with out effecting other applications? 

Answer: Yes SCCM 2012 offers a extensive role based access system. But are you sure that the AD Team 

is monitoring, because SCCM is more for querying and reporting, not active alerting? 

 

12:00:53 PDT  

Question: SAP MPs available for downlod 

Answer: Since SAP is not a Microsoft application, you will have to get a 3rd party provided management 

pack 

 

12:02:04 PDT  

Question: I have a test environment I have built up at home to try some things. It is a single workstation 

with 64G of Ram 4 2TB SATA drives and dual quad XEON processors. I currently have Windows 2012 R2 

as the main system. Should I put SC 2012 R2 on the host or in a separate virtual machine. 

Answer: I would suggest to create separate VM's to can monitor that environment with SCOM, 

otherwise you have only one system to monitor. If you create separate VM's you have more machines to 

monitor  

 

 

 

http://www.kelverion.com/sc-2012-operations-manager-con/
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh295851.aspx
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12:02:26 PDT  

Question: Are there an agent and MP for Scientific Linux distribution available in R2? 

Answer: Hi Pieter, dont know that type of distribution. It is not on the list of supported at least. DOesn't 

mean you can not get it to work somehow, but thats a bit more customizing than normal. 

 

12:03:08 PDT  

Question: I have a test environment I have built up at home to try some things. It is a single workstation 

with 64G of Ram 4 2TB SATA drives and dual quad XEON processors. I currently have Windows 2012 R2 

as the main system. Should I put SC 2012 R2 on the host or in a separate virtual machine. 

Answer: Never mix anything else with the parent partition (Hyper-V) but rather put your workloads into 

virtual machines on that host. 

 

12:04:28 PDT  

Question: haha, so whats the process for the the Management servers to failover to another resource 

pool at my warm site? 

Answer: Well it doesnt failover to another resource pool. If you failover SQL you will need to point yourt 

management servers to that SQL server instance (you can use a trick with SQL ALiasses for this, I have 

discussed this a few times in another place). If you have a function linked to management servers, that is 

part of a resource pool. If you have a failing management server in that pool, the others in that pool will 

take over. But they will want 50% of managenent servers to be online. 

 

12:04:42 PDT  

Question: System Center Advisor can be integrated only to OpsMgr 2012 R2 or to previous Versions of 

OpsMgr too? 

Answer: In SCOM 2012 R2 Advisor is integrated in SCOM 2012 you have to install connector 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=38199 

 

12:05:07 PDT  

Question: for a min. SystemCenter config i Need 4 VMs right? (all Products) 

Answer: Please see http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj851033.aspx for how System Center 

components can coexist 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=38199
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj851033.aspx
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12:05:08 PDT  

Question: Can you filter agents for Advisor from SCOM ? Like one or two agents from all 100 ? 

Answer: YOu can select which agents to include. 

 

12:05:49 PDT  

Question: Can SAP monitor from this 

Answer: Yes there is a SAP MP  

 

12:06:07 PDT  

Question: Can VMM use the WSUS of SCCM? 

Answer: You can use the same WSUS server for VMM and SCCM here is guide how to do it 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh341476.aspx 

 

12:06:32 PDT  

Question: Does SCVMM have something similar to SUP for deploying patches? 

Answer: Yes you can integrate your WSUS server with VMM! 

 

12:08:06 PDT  

Question: application management using what product? 

Answer: System Center  

 

12:08:11 PDT  

Question: application management using what product? 

[[REPLYCould you expand your question? I mean you can manage apps with all kinds of means. 

monitoring = scom, running a few tasks = scom, running more tasks/scripts/and so on is Orchestrator. 

managing life-cycle of app is vmm(service template with server appv), or sccm. 

 

 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh341476.aspx
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12:14:55 PDT  

Question: will there be any extensions for ESX or Citrix hosts for adivsior|? 

Answer: I am not sure if and when they will do that. Its better /easier for MS to advise on their own 

products best practices I guess. SO I think it will not be the highest on the list. 

 

12:15:18 PDT  

Question: with System Center 2012 R2 Jump Start, curious to know , are there any topic covered on the 

data protection and recovery (DPM)? 

Answer: Not specific, but If you have questions you can ask them. 

 

12:21:59 PDT  

Question: Does R2 include a side by side migration that allows for keeping the current site code? 

Currently on 2007, but would like to build new environment while keeping the current 3 letter side 

code. 

Answer: I assume you mean the management group name. With a side-by-side this will be difficult, 

especially if you do this with multi-homing agents. I can image you install another management group 

with the same name, but you cant use the AD integration and multi-homing agenst would also not be 

there. In place upgrade leaves the MG name, but has some risks. Of course a clean and start over, but 

with keeping a backup of management packs is also possible to give you a quick start again. It all 

depends on the situation. 

 

12:38:26 PDT  

Question: I took a look at the articles talking about SQL aliasing and it appears to get a full HA/DR 

capability, I'll need a SQL cluster replicating to my warm site, a management pool at the warm site and 

dual home the agents. Is there anyway to prevent the agents from sending to the warm site until they 

are activated by the warm site Management servers? 

Answer: Uhm no, I think you are looking at something else. actually there are different ways of working 

with SQL HA. for instance streched clustering (sql instance name doesnt change), or log shipping type of 

things (sql instance name changes). With that last one you can use a sql alias on the management 

servers and repoint them through a simple registry setting script and they will continue working after 

that. Otehrwise contact me through bob@bictt.com and we can discuss further. I can blog about it too 

(is on my todo list). 
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12:53:28 PDT  

Question: Will any of the mobile device mgmt. in intune be making into sys ctr 2012 r2 ? 

Answer: There is already in SP1 an Intune Connector in SCCM which connects System Center to Intune. 

 

12:54:57 PDT  

Question: SCOM Book recommendations - I see two books on SCOM 2012 on Amazon. Mastering 

System Center 2012 Operations Manager & Microsoft System Center 2012 Unleashed. Was trying to 

compare and having a difficult time...curious if anyone can provide a recommendation...I'm a 

beginning/intermediate user meaning that I'm new to the product but it won't take me long to get up to 

speed on it...so need a book that delves into more advanced topics as well. Any recommendations? 

Answer: For my point of view I prefer the Unleashed series, as the also cover the components needed 

for a good implementation like AD and other technologies, which makes it a bit more complete. 

 

13:01:29 PDT  

Question: really? in CM 2012 SP1 we are able to mange mobile devices without intune using exchange 

connectors 

Answer: Which is what I responded with - Windows Intune or EAS. Nothing new in ConfigMgr 2012 R2 

for mobile devices beyond those two integration points. 

 

13:06:28 PDT  

Question: The systemcenteradvisor.com site is interesting, but I don't quite follow where it sits in 

relation to System Center as a whole? Is it supposed to be System Center lite-ish? 

Answer: This is essentially a best-practice analyzer for proactive monitoring to find misconfigurations 

before they become a problem. SCOM provides real-time monitoring. 

 

13:06:38 PDT  

Question: Wally - isn't the mobile device mgmt. limited in sys ctr without an intune subscription ? 

Answer: Yes it is, we highly recommend integrating with Windows Intune. 

 

13:08:08 PDT  

Question: will the advisor be available internationally , what time frame for that ? for middle east ? 
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Answer: Here is the list of SC Advisor's international support: 

http://www.microsoft.com/online/international-availability.aspx I do not know specifically for your 

region, but you can try your question on TechNet Forums. 

 

13:09:19 PDT  

Question: look at guest clustering for SQL - SC does support clustered DBs as far as I am aware - for SQL 

HA you don't need to worry about multi-homed SQL - all gets buffered if you have multiple 

gateways/management servers and the agent buffers too - configurable size. 

Answer: Yes, you can run SQL Server inside a guest (virtualized) cluster. We actually see many customers 

do this for higher-avaialbilty. 

 

13:12:39 PDT  

Question: Wally - if an organisation has deployed the full sys ctr suite why is it forced to go and buy 

additional services ? It seems there is missing functionality to have a true pvt cloud ? 

Answer: I can't answer that, was not part of that decision. All I can say is that the product group 

direction is to manage mobile devices is through Windows Intune. We give you the 'single pane of glass' 

management of using our console to manage on-premise and mobile devices through Intune. I believe 

we just didn't want to create an additional solution when Intune already covers what is needed, so we 

integrate with it. 

 

13:13:15 PDT  

Question: Licensing for intune, is there a special for customers with System Center license? 

Answer: I believe, but not a licensing person, that you get a discount on Intune licensing if you are a 

System Center customer. 

 

13:15:40 PDT  

Question: so any roadmap for Intune to become part of SC? 

Answer: Nothing in the R2 timeframe. For the upcoming release, they are still two separate 

technologies, with integration between the two. Can't comment on anything post-R2. 

 

 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/online/international-availability.aspx
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13:17:28 PDT  

Question: Will Intune 5 be on par with the basic functionality of other MDM solutions like Air Watch ? 

Answer: Not sure what "Intune 5" is, as we have no product by that name. However, updates to the 

Windows Intune service are always being considered, and more things coming with the next release (at 

the same time as the release of Configuration Manager 2012 R2). Can't comment on the comparison 

with 3rd parties, as I don't view them. 

 

13:18:09 PDT  

Question: My customer always wonder how much more intune will cost to handle application thrue 

Intune, thanks Wally. 

Answer: That depends on their region, whether they are a System Center customer, etc. 

 

13:19:21 PDT  

Question: How does SC Configuration Manager play in the role of application deployment? Durig our MS 

Consulting deployment of System Center, they were pointing us to Configuration Manager for app 

deployment. 

Answer: Yes, Configuration Manager is a great tool for deploying and managing applications. You can 

read more on the TechCenter site and the marketing sites for product capabilities. We even have some 

(unfortunately very old) virtual hands-on labs, on application deployment. 

 

13:19:43 PDT  

Question: Is the Windows Azure Pack going to replace App Controller? 

Answer: Not exactly...we will cover this in the final module on WAP. 

 

13:20:04 PDT  

Question: AppController vs. Windows Azure Pack - Where does one make sense over the other? 

Answer: We will cover this in our WAP module at the end of the course 

 

13:20:20 PDT  

Question: so as it stands we would be better getting a 3rd party product that manages mobile devices if 

we want to keep it in house ? 
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Answer: If you need on-premise only, then you either use EAS integration with Configuration Manager, 

or a 3rd party. Our full story does require Windows Intune, which obviously is a cloud-based solution. 

 

13:22:04 PDT  

Question: Does TechNet talk about the pros and cons of using Confirguation manager vrs. VMM for app 

deployment? 

Answer: I doubt it, as we normally don't compare between products. Sometimes, like we used to 

compare GPO versus Configuration Manager. But doubt any comparison between ConfigMgr and VMM. 

 

13:26:09 PDT  

Question: No I meant can we do more mobile mgmt. in R2 without having to use intune ? 

Answer: Not sure if this really is still active, hopefully my other comments came through on this. If not, 

go ahead and ask again. 

 

13:26:42 PDT  

Question: 

> Quoted question: sent to Team: 

> Quoted question: No I meant can we do more mobile mgmt. in R2 without having to use intune ? 

Comment: Intune is part of System Center proposition so I suspect that will be more integrated. Guido 

van Brakel replied privately: Intune is part of System Center proposition so I suspect that will be more 

integrated. 

Answer: Still do need both for real (full) management of the mobile devices. 

 

13:29:07 PDT  

Question: where can I download the nexus 1000v free version? 

Answer: 

http://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?mdfid=284786025&softwareid=282088129&release

=5.2%281%29SM1%285.1%29&relind=AVAILABLE&rellifecycle=&reltype=latest&i=rm 

 

13:29:35 PDT  

Question: is it the best practice with VHDX base differencing disk for multiple VMS? will there be any 

impact on migrating VMs to different hosts? 

http://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?mdfid=284786025&softwareid=282088129&release=5.2%281%29SM1%285.1%29&relind=AVAILABLE&rellifecycle=&reltype=latest&i=rm
http://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?mdfid=284786025&softwareid=282088129&release=5.2%281%29SM1%285.1%29&relind=AVAILABLE&rellifecycle=&reltype=latest&i=rm
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Answer: Murthy, If I have virtual machines with differencing disks, with System Center 2012 R2 VMM, 

we do support Live Migrating VMs with Differencing disks, including things like Storage Migration 

(according to the product team I just asked) 

 

13:33:32 PDT  

Question: Is there a fee for using GSM? 

Answer: http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2013/01/14/system-center-global-service-

monitor-getting-started.aspx 

 

13:33:37 PDT  

Question: is the global monitoring free services ? 

Answer: Yes (but requires SCOM). The number of 'tests' that you can run will depend on your license. 

 

13:36:23 PDT  

Question: Is the perf mon for java only for tomcat? What about JBOSS or others, self host etc? 

Answer: SCOM 2012 R2 Supports applications running on Tomcat. We've got our eyes on other app 

servers down the road. 

 

13:36:26 PDT  

Question: to the person asking the intune licensing.. if I understand correctly if you buy windows intune 

for client x you get the client management licenses included to that monthly price. the monthly price is 6 

dollars and if you buy separately the endpoint protection subscription and Configuration Manager Client 

ML it would cost about 84 dollars per two year.. check yourself>>(http://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/server-cloud/system-center/configuration-manager-2012-buy.aspx) 

Answer: Yes, if you do get Intune separately, you do get ConfigMgr client licenses included. Not the 

other way around, you do have to license Intune separately. 

 

13:36:51 PDT  

Question: SCOM R2 preview management packs have just been released 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2013/07/15/new-opsmgr-management-packs-

released.aspx 

Answer: sharing! Thanks Danny! 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2013/01/14/system-center-global-service-monitor-getting-started.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2013/01/14/system-center-global-service-monitor-getting-started.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/system-center/configuration-manager-2012-buy.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/system-center/configuration-manager-2012-buy.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2013/07/15/new-opsmgr-management-packs-released.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/momteam/archive/2013/07/15/new-opsmgr-management-packs-released.aspx
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13:39:36 PDT  

Question: thanks Stanislav is the 2.1 version of the essential edition released? 

Answer: On the link it is the last version. I think 2.1 is an older version and Cisco probably doesn't offer it 

because of bugs that are fixed in latest version. 

 

13:41:04 PDT  

Question: Is there an updated datasheet for System Center 2012 R2? 

Answer: probably the best link for that is the TechNet Library: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-

us/evalcenter/dn205296.aspx 

 

13:42:21 PDT  

Question: How do you install the Advisor on Hyper-v 2012? 

Answer: Advisor is installed in SCOM 2012. In SCOM 2012 R2 is built in. When you configure Advisor in 

SCOM 2012 or R2 you just need to have SCOM agents on your Hyper-V hosts in order to get alerts for 

best practices. 

 

13:50:57 PDT  

Question: you sound very far away symon - is your mic on? 

Answer: We plugged him back in. It's fixed  

 

13:58:19 PDT  

Question: How far is the self service reaching cross the SC components? Will users be able to restore 

mail items from DPM? 

Answer: Sure Orchestrator will support anything with a programmatic interface (APIs, WMI, 

functions, etc.) 

 

14:00:54 PDT  

Question: Well - DPM doesn't support individual mail restore. Only restore entire DB, restore MB, 

extract mail required for restore etc... 

Answer: True. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/dn205296.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/evalcenter/dn205296.aspx
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14:13:11 PDT  

Question: Surprised that service manager is not integrated into Sharepoint. Any reason why not? How 

difficult is it? 

Answer: answering live 

 

14:17:51 PDT  

Question: At the moment Service Manager needs Silverlight. Will there be a version for HTML5? So that 

Tablets and non MS Systems can interact with it easier? 

Answer: in the R2 version, we still use Silverlight, but for future versions we expect this will be 

reconsidered. 

 

14:20:20 PDT  

Question: How about automatic of Server 2012 Network Virtualization? Can you manage a Cisco ISRs 

that supports DMVPN to access Azure Clouds with Private Cloud aka a VM Hybrid OR between two 

Private Clouds? Nexus 1000v is way too much money for small IT Shops! 

Answer: Hi, The nexus 1000v is actually FREE, unless you use the VGS, if you have any physical cisco 

nexux in your environment then the vsg etc are no needed (and this is really try for any ACL system you 

might have). DMVPN is a cisco option, but azure currently has not support for these tunnels. you could 

use BGP or other routing protocol for multiplathing traffic. but this is still "tricky" to setup 

 

14:20:36 PDT  

Question: are these MVA's Archived for later viewing? 

Answer: Yes, you will be able to find today's session in about a week. Here is the link to all the System 

Center courses at MVA http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/topics/product-system-center-en 

 

14:21:33 PDT  

Question: Are you going to DCS with PowerShell ? 

Answer: PowerShell 4.0 has DCS built in, there will be a lot more focus on this as we see moving forward 

from r2, and emphsis will will move over there as we can see with Auzre for Windows, offering the new 

SMA module 

 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/topics/product-system-center-en
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14:22:56 PDT  

Question: There's a lot of questions being asked about ConfigMgr - I have quite a few myself! Yet it 

seems this Jump Start doesn't really have a dedicated section on it, which seems kinda dumb, in my 

humble opinion... =) Will you guys being doing a Jump Start just on ConfigMgr, especially dealing with 

the integration between Intune and SCCM 2012 R2?? 

Answer: SCCM is not soley a DC product, there has being a previous Intune MVA, with full integrations 

with SCCM SP1, the recoding is still available, its a great watch and will help you lots i am positive. it 

helped me  

 

14:24:42 PDT  

Question: damian, any plans for r2 k roadshows ? 

Answer: There is a plan for a WS/SC event in early September in the works - 5 days long in london. 

details not public yet, but its looking like it will be simply awsome. watch my blog for news  

 

14:26:25 PDT  

Question: can you integrate Orchestrator with 3rd party HR systems for example? 

Answer: Basically you can connect Orchestrator with Everything There are a lot of Community 

Integration Packs, together with a load of Microsoft provided ones. 

 

14:26:37 PDT  

Question: uk* 

Answer: Right now, just a London event, i plan to travel for at least one of the day. ill let you know if i 

hear of any roadshows plans. 

 

14:32:12 PDT  

Question: Is there something new in DPM? I don't see, that there is going to be separate module for it. 

Answer: Sorry, we do not have a separate module for this. You can find TechEd sessions on Channel 9 

and TechNet documentation with details: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn296613.aspx 

 

 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn296613.aspx
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15:01:03 PDT  

Question: Do you think MS will think about non-english student? and publish (free ebooks) in other 

languages, more many courses and free e-books ? 

Answer: The Microsoft Virtual Academy has content localized in many languages and your local MVP 

community may do some translation. Which language? 

 

15:01:29 PDT  

Question: Should a "hair break" be shorter since half of the people on site don't have any? 

Answer: The hair break was for me  

 

15:03:51 PDT  

Question: Hi, Is there so many differences between PS 3 & PS 4 ? (and what parts ? nomenclature, 

modules, cmdlets, etc... ?) Do you think MVA will have a course about these differences in a few time ? 

Answer: There are 2 sessions on POSH coming up - please check on 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/  

 

15:04:43 PDT  

Question: Can Orchestrator use managed service accounts in Run-books with the automatic password 

changes every 30 days? 

Answer: I assume this would work... are you asking if you can automatically change the passwords every 

30 days? 

 

15:05:12 PDT  

Question: do you have any good links to learn the basis of Powershell 3 (in french... please...) Some 

beginners aren't really understanding english... (I do not pretend that mine is the best of the world 

either ) 

Answer: There are 2 POSH sessions - in English - coming up here on MVA 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/ but check with local training centers they probably have 

some in French also  

 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/
http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/
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15:06:09 PDT  

Question: do you have any good links to learn the basis of Powershell 3 (in french... please...) Some 

beginners aren't really understanding english... (I do not pretend that mine is the best of the world 

either ) 

Answer: Here is the French TechNet PowerShell root article: http://technet.microsoft.com/fr-

fr/library/hh801904.aspx 

 

15:12:43 PDT  

Question: @symon perriman : in french. It don't seems that all course are localized. Am I wrong ? (if so, I 

need to search more ) 

Answer: I believe it localizes based on your location in your profile. On the MVA homepage, there is a 

link in the upper right for the country. Click on this and select France. Not all courses are localized, but 

those that are will now appear. 

 

15:19:04 PDT  

Question: @danny : I'm not sure, do I need to check on a regular basis, or do sessions are always publish 

? (because I don't find them...) 

Answer: This is the intro one 

http://www.microsoft.com/click/services/Redirect2.ashx?CR_CC=200211916 and this is the advanced 

one http://www.microsoft.com/click/services/Redirect2.ashx?CR_CC=200226340 

 

15:22:52 PDT  

Question: thanks again Symon, but it seems that I don't use the good keywords or there isn't alone 

course about powershell ? probably with some others course ? Do you have some keywords I can try to 

find some learning about it ? (I used to visit more technet than MVA before, but with changes, I need to 

change... too ) 

Answer: There is a module under Windows Server. Also, check out our next Jump Start this Thursday - 

PowerShell - http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/liveevents/PowerShell-

JumPDTart?CR_CC=200211916 

 

15:23:03 PDT  

Question: To clarify, does Chargeback report resources requested, or acutally used? 

Answer: answered live 

http://technet.microsoft.com/fr-fr/library/hh801904.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/fr-fr/library/hh801904.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/click/services/Redirect2.ashx?CR_CC=200211916
http://www.microsoft.com/click/services/Redirect2.ashx?CR_CC=200226340
http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/liveevents/PowerShell-JumpStart?CR_CC=200211916
http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/liveevents/PowerShell-JumpStart?CR_CC=200211916
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15:24:46 PDT  

Question: sent to Team: 

> Quoted question: If I have very specials questions for a large company who want to migrate Hyper-V 

cluster from 2008 R2 to 2012 R2, is there someone at MS who can reply me (just for a quick confirm that 

what you prepare is not a dead-end) Off course this is just before putting 2012 in the EA... (and have 

some answers to convince people who have the money :p )Answer: I designed the cluster migration 

wizard What is the question? 

 

15:28:16 PDT  

Question: With the example of automatic approvals can you set a quota before approval is required to 

prevent users from submitting multiple requests to circumvent the need for approval? 

Answer: answered live 

 

15:28:57 PDT  

Question: There is a MVA course on getting started with powershell 3.0 that is in 3days. 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/liveevents/PowerShell-JumPDTart?CR_CC=200211916 

Answer: Yes, thanks! There's also an advanced live event here: 

http://www.microsoft.com/click/services/Redirect2.ashx?CR_CC=200226340 

 

15:29:34 PDT  

Question: @ MLaval, there are some good instructional webcasts on the PowerShell site as well. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/scriptcenter/powershell.aspx 

Answer: Thanks Drew, sharing 

 

15:36:47 PDT  

Question: out-of-the-box, does SC provide a provisioning pack and a RCG pack, does it provide a 

decommissioning process? 

Answer: For a collection of 'out the box' services and workflows, check out the free download Cloud 

Services Process Pack (CSPP): http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36497 

 

 

http://www.microsoftvirtualacademy.com/liveevents/PowerShell-JumpStart?CR_CC=200211916
http://www.microsoft.com/click/services/Redirect2.ashx?CR_CC=200226340
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/scriptcenter/powershell.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36497
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16:05:21 PDT  

Question: Is Microsoft planning on offering any partial/full components of SC as an Azure service 

offering? 

Answer: I think you are asking about running System Center from Azure. This is a compelling scenario 

and you can see some investments already, such as System Center Advisor and Global Service 

Monitoring. A longer-term roadmap has not yet been announced. 

 

16:07:49 PDT  

Question: No, the default behavior of a managed service account is that the password will randomize 

every 30 days. Are there any issues when using a managed services account in a run book for say a SQL 

service?http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff641729(v=WS.10).aspx#BKMK_Passwords 

Answer: We answered this live at the end of the last module 

 

16:19:20 PDT  

Question: Will it allow you to create guest clusters? 

Answer: answering live 

 

16:22:03 PDT  

Question: The autoscale feature in Azure is pretty darn cool. 

Answer: Yeah! Staying with the cloud theme of automation this is a popular feature. 

 

16:22:17 PDT  

Question: Windows Azure Pack vs. Service Provider Foundation? 

Answer: Answering live 

 

16:23:16 PDT  

Question: This content is already awesome! 

Answer: Thanks Michael, please encourage you colleagues to check out this recording when it is 

published on the MVA in a week or two. 

 

 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff641729(v=WS.10).aspx#BKMK_Passwords
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16:24:43 PDT  

Question: As VS2010 is no longer available for purchase, is there a way to get Visual Studio Authoring 

Extension for System Center 2012 to install on Visual Studio 2012. Or is there an update coming out for 

VS2012? 

Answer: Yes, download it VSAE 2012 for free here: http://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=30169 

 

16:43:51 PDT  

Question: Does the Azure pack tie in to GSM to test these web apps as they are deployed within the 

same interface? 

Answer: answered live 

 

16:49:44 PDT  

Question: snmptrap question was about sending an alert to another console, another monitoring 

console already in place such as open view or Tivoli, using snmp protocol v3 

Answer: We support forwarding extensions through an extensible API. I cannot comment specifically on 

those devices, but their product support site should include that info. 

 

16:54:20 PDT  

Question: can we manage credentials for tenants independently ; ssh keys, certificates ? 

Answer: Answering live 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=30169
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=30169

